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Practice colors and shapes in this top-selling padded board book that encourages tiny fingers to

explore through tactile learning and develop fine motor skills while building an early language

foundation.Filled with real-life photography featuring touch-and-feel textures that babies can stroke,

tickle, and pat, Baby Touch and Feel: Colors and Shapes is the perfect size for small hands. Its

padded cover can withstand biting and throwing while its thick sturdy board pages won't tear. With

simple text and clear images, your baby will begin learning color and shape recognition.About the

series: Baby Touch and Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These

small, padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book

in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages with bold, engaging images.

Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing texture to touch.

These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The

Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early reading

skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, and opposites.
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I bought this book for my daughter but it is a sheer waste of money. There is really nothing

interesting here to touch & feel. The touch & feel items are too small (like really small buttons or



small green peas) & not engaging enough for a child to do. She is 18 months old & I've shown her

this book for a whle now (since she was 10 months old). Even though she recognizes & says the

words of most stuff in the book now (like butterfly, kite, shoes), and I put her fingers over the

objects, it is not exciting for kids. Could've bought something else with the money spent on this!

I was extremely disappointed in this entire series of books. I bought them as a Christmas present for

my daughter and was shocked at the lack of meaningful sensory experiences. Some pages don't

even have any anything to touch or the raise is so insignificant that it can barely be felt. I do not

recommend this book if you're looking for a lot to "touch" or "feel."

Middle of the road book. Not as good of quality as other touch and feel books out there, but not the

worst. I wish there were more words.

My 9 month old loves all of the touch and feel books. She laughs at the puppy book in particular.

She's awesome. So are the books.

I purchased a bunch of these books for my foster daughter, as she was so intrigued wth one that we

got from her doctor's office.They are our go-to books for nighttime and long car rides.If there is one

slight downside, she thinks that all board books are touch-feel books. She's constantly scratching

and running her fingers over the illustrations of other books. It's pretty adorable. =)

We love Touch and Feel books. I always wish they had more touch and feel pages but overall we

loved this one too.

Bought for my visually impaired daughter & I am very disappointed. Not much to feel, especially with

the "shiny" pictures. Barely noticeable. She loves tactile books but is uninterested in these.

Great pictures but really lousy for touching and feeling. I had to really search to find what was the

"touch and feel" part of the picture.
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